
 

The Story of Making a Wooden Jar     by Ken Garner of WoodturningUK.com 

Here is a picture of the jar, and the tin of wax that makes it look brill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking back on the process of making this, what you may or may not be about to read seems like an epic struggle 

against all odds, but with a determination to succeed that makes my knees feel weak now at the thought of it. 

You may make 36 inch bowls on your incredible Hegner something or other, but I’ve now made a wooden jar over ten 

inches tall and 4 and a half inches in diameter from some sticks.  
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Turning a jar from floor tiles 

 

I had a few hundred teak (I think), rectangular floor tiles given to me by a friendly neighbour, so I cast around for 

something less obvious to do with them. I hit upon the idea of cutting them so that they would fit together into a 

hexagon, and I might use this to turn a tall jar without the waste of starting with a massive lump of teak and laboriously 

hollowing it out. I do not include many sizes because it really doesn’t matter. Just use what you have. 

Equipment used (You need not read this. If you haven’t got tools you aren’t going to do it) 

Table saw; mitre saw; duct tape; pieces of softwood, preferably 30 mm or more thick to make supports and jam chucks 

with on the lathe with ; a four jaw chuck; obvious turning tools for roughing, hollowing and scraping; random orbit 

sander; sticks, preferably 12 inches (30 cm) long and roundish; lots of sandpaper, preferably aluminium oxide. 

Method 

Start by making an accurate 60o block on your accurate mitre saw to set the table saw at 30o for cutting the sides of the 

tiles. Here I show how I set the saw blade at the angle I want. Do not try to trust the table’s angle scale.  

 

Here is a 

block 

travelling 

through. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cut one side of all six, and then the other side, so they all end up 

the same width. Cut them to the length you want the final jar to 

be on your mitre saw i.e. as long as possible! 

 

 

Measure how long they are laid side by side and cut two pieces of 

duct tape, sticky side up on a clean section of bench. Lay the tiles 

long width down onto the tape.  
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This is where it starts getting messy. Spread your favourite white glue 

onto the 12 edges that are going to stick together. Then just roll it up 

trying to help press it in where necessary, to make a hexagonal glue roly-

poly. It is worth trying this before you spread the glue, just in case you 

got the angles wrong! 

 

Get your strap clamps of choice, 

which of course you have 

prepared in advance, wrapped around the top and bottom of your cylinder as 

quickly as possible. My straps are sold to tie down loads in the back of vans, so 

they have big metal hooks on the ends. You will see an extra couple of off-cuts 

inserted to prevent these damaging the cylinder.  

Now try to clean all the glue off everything that you do not want to stick down, 

like yourself and the bench. I try to clean out the inside of the cylinder as well. 

 

Next, since you want a bottom in your jar, and possibly a top on top, cut off the 

nice interlocking tenons and slots on some more tiles and glue these together 

to make big enough pieces to cut them out of later. Try to get them flat! I didn’t 

so I had to do extra work to get them flat on the lathe later. 

  

I glued two so that I could make a hexagonal bottom and three so that I could 

make two circles for a big enough top. Then I went away to let the glue set till 

the next day.  
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Next day I removed the straps and then the tape from the hexagonal 

prism. It didn’t fall apart. Relief!  

Trace one inside end of the 

hexagon onto the smaller glued 

block, and cut it out on the mitre 

saw. Mine seemed to fit pretty well 

so I glued it in place. Perhaps I 

should have done this the previous 

day, because I could not do a lot 

more on this until the glue had set again! Anyway I cut out two circles large enough 

for a lid and glued them together to make it thick enough. This had to wait as well. 

I had put the jar on a sheet of paper to press the hexagon down to the end, and as 

you see the paper became an integral part of the design. Not for long though! Here it is mounted on the lathe between 

centres using an old rounded waste block in the open end at the 

tailstock. I was very careful, and hopeful, to centre the four prong 

drive on the hexagon. 

Then came the fun bit of roughing off the corners of the prism so it 

became a cylinder, including squaring off the filled end. This 

doesn’t last long though. 

 

 

 

You may not be able to see but this included drawing a group of 

pencil circles on the bottom so that I could centre and glue a block 

on it to be able to mount the turning in my scroll chuck. 

Of course this meant another night for the glue to set. It is a good 

idea to have other things to do while you are waiting about. It 

could get a bit tedious if this is your only project. These next 

pictures show the block and the project mounted in the chuck ready to start changing the inside to a circle. 
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Before starting to make the inside hexagon into a circle it is essential to put your steady rest on the lathe to 

help support the cylinder while you attack it with your hollowing devices. Personally I began with my Sorby KT200, and it  

would have been nice to use this for the whole thing. But it just wasn’t long enough, so I soon resorted to my Hamlet Big 

Brother, which is a modified ring tool. It was quite hairy though, because at first you are cutting at empty air half the 

time. Once I had rounded it off I used a carbide tipped tool I made recently to smooth off my inevitably ridged efforts. 

Any long scraper would be fine. 

This shows a stage near the end of hollowing. I have just a 

few ridges to lose, and a little more to take off near the 

opening. 

I cheat a bit here. I mix up some nice teak sawdust with white 

PVA to make a thick filler paste, and this goes around the 

edge of the bottom inside. Otherwise I can’t finish the 

rounding properly down there because my tools cannot 

square cut right up against the bottom “wall”. It has to be 

rounded slightly. Once the paste has set I can finish rounding 

the sides onto the base satisfactorily. 

(This is quite handy for filling any other poor joins you may 

have too.) 

This shows the inside once I have finished sanding inside 

through the grits, and I have just applied a couple of coats of 

Tung Oil. 

A word about sanding: I have quite big hands so putting them 

inside a cylinder rotating at 900 rpm with a bit of sandpaper in 

my fingers does not engender confidence in keeping my limbs 

intact. First, I have a nice pair of leather gloves which saves a 

lot of burns, and secondly I have some long sticks I turned 

specially for hitting things with, and for stapling sandpaper to, 

for sanding the bottom and the sides at the far end.  
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I just want to show a picture of the cylinder rotating at 900 

revs in the steady rest. It is an awesome sight in real life. 

 

 

 

 

This is when I sought out the glue-up for the lid, drilled a hole in the middle and mounted it on a screw chuck. Having 

rounded it off more neatly and flattened the face I reversed it to flatten the other side. Then I made a tenon on it to just 

fit inside the open end of the jar, and went looking for something to make 

into a knob. Here is the knob complete with a 10mm tenon for eventual 

gluing to the top. 

(All I could find big enough for what I wanted was some beech off an old 

table. Never throw anything away! This sufficed, I think, once I had stained 

it with some Jacobean oak stain that was at the back of a cupboard.) 

 

 

 

I didn’t mount the knob onto the lid yet though, because first I had to finish off the outside of the cylinder, and I needed 

the top knobless to mount between centres. Steady rests are 

great but it is very tricky smoothing and sanding and finishing 

under the wheels! 

 

 

Here it is once I had sanded it through the grits and applied 

some friction polish. I must confess I used a random orbit 

power sander to do this. My masochism doesn’t extend to 

wasting too much time on such jobs. I must recommend this 

method. I was astonished how quickly it removed any trace of 

my poor turning. I shall try not to forget it myself. The memory 

isn’t what it was. 
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Here is a picture of what it looked like at this stage, once I had glued the knob 

on to the top. I had a hole right through the top because of the flattening-

both-sides-stage earlier, so I had made the tenon long enough to reach 

through. I cut a saw slot in the end so I could wedge it in as well as glue it. 

Looks finished doesn’t it? 

Well it isn’t, because I still had the glued-on tenon for mounting in the scroll 

chuck firmly fixed to the bottom. This really had to come off. 

We are nearly there though! 

Here is the waste block I used earlier for 

turning the prism into a cylinder 

between centres, now transformed into 

a jam chuck for mounting the clinder to 

turn off the tenon at the other end. 

Note the masking tape around it to get a 

good tight fit. Totally intentional honest! 

 

Here is the cylinder mounted,                                                              and here is the other end spinning around. 

 

 

 

I got the tenon down to this before wondering how to finish it 

off. 

Oddly, at this point I had a brainwave. 
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 I remembered I had a steady rest (several actually!) so in 

seconds it was back on the lathe holding the work up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So  I could take the tailstock away 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And finish the bottom! 

 

(I did of course take the precaution of using masking tape to 

secure the cylinder to the jam chuck. I am not completely 

crazy.) 
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Here it is hollowed very slightly, sanded, and friction polish applied. 

                                                                                                              I hope you’ll agree it looks quite impressive. I was amazed. 

 

 

Here it is finished! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are going to try this, I wish you the best of luck! Happy sanding!  

Ken Garner,  5th October 2012 
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